
Chapter 945 

Arron’s laughter was dull: “I won’t confine your thoughts. If you have anything 

wrong with my wife and children, you’ll be in a different place. Pan Haoyang, 

know why I let you lead the way. Do you know why I went to your place first? 

It was purely because of your care for my wife and children.” 

Pan Haoyang: “…” 

At this moment, his mood was extremely decadent. 

The entire Gasing Island was so well prepared, and they asked the Jun family 

in Kyoto to borrow so many weapons and troops, but in the end, it was 

useless at all. 

However, Arron surrounded his monarch’s mansion with such effortless effort. 

At this moment, Pan Haoyang wanted to die. 

Arron had the same eyes behind his back: “Lead the way! If you can give me 

the most appropriate reason, I might consider not killing you!” 

Pan Haoyang: “Okay! Very good, I will show you the way!” 

If it was necessary, he walked in the forefront, and Arron led Suzi, led Lilly, and 

walked slowly in the monarch’s mansion like a walker in the park. 

Everyone encountered in the monarch’s mansion greeted Arron, Suzi, and the 

little princess Lilly respectfully. 

In Pan Haoyang’s eyes, this situation made him a little more gloomy. 

Soon, they came to the east courtyard where Pan Haoyang was located. 



Pan Haoyang led Arron into the living room. He was sitting in the main seat, 

and Arron and Suzi were the only ones sitting in the guest seats. 

At first glance, it seemed as if he Pan Haoyang was really receiving guests. 

“Call the monarch Pan Haojing here.” Arron said to the mercenaries outside. 

“Yes! Fourth Lord!” The mercenary turned and ran out with the gun slung on 

his body. 

“You raised a good mercenary.” Pan Haoyang said with a sneer. 

Arron was expressionless: “This is the pride of my Fu, who was exiled to a 

foreign country when he was a teenager. In the past ten years abroad, he did 

not achieve anything in other places. However, the mercenaries he raised, 

They are among the best, not to mention a small Gasing Island, just put them 

in any place, they are brave and wary existences.” 

Pan Haoyang: “Count you ruthless!” 

“Yeah.” 

Arron smiled lightly at Pan Haoyang: “This is a desperate person who was 

exiled, and the difference from the fourth son who was born in a noble family 

like you. Although we are all fourth sons.” 

Pan Haoyang’s lonely tone: “Do you think you have suffered in this world?” 

Arron no longer looked at Pan Haoyang. 

He looked towards the outside calmly. 

At the door, a very short old man had entered. Behind the old man were Pan 

Haojing’s wife, Pan Haojing, Pan Yang Jingshu, and Pan Haojing’s only 

daughter, Pan Mingsai. 



Pan Haojing’s height is at most 1.5 meters, while Pan Yang Jingshu is as tall as 

1.5 meters. 

Their daughter, Pan Mingsai, is a composite of two people’s height, about 1.58 

meters tall. This Pan Mingsai is really not good-looking. 

At this moment, all three members of the family came to Arron’s face in a 

trembling manner, just like a prisoner of war. 

Pan Haojing wanted to kneel down. Before his knees were bent, he was 

scolded by the daughter Pan Mingsai behind him: “Dad! Anyway, we are all 

going to die! Why kneel!” 

Pan Haojing raised his foot and kicked Pan Mingsai: “Dead girl! Kneel down 

and kowtow to Fourth Master Fu, let Fourth Master Fu go around us and not 

die!” 

Say yes, Pan Haojing looked at Pan Haoyang who was sitting on the main seat 

of the sofa again: “Fourth! You get me down and kneel here! You don’t want 

to live, we want to live! Come here and kneel down to redeem your sins, fifty 

years ago. Star Island originally belonged to the Xia family, and now we are 

just returning things to the original owner! Come over and kneel down to 

make atonement!” 

Pan Haoyang sneered at his elder brother: “You are not as good as your 

daughter!” 

Pan Haoyang: “You…you are really mad at me, mad at me! Okay, okay, don’t 

you kneel, Siye Fu, you have seen it too, I will fight in front of you now My 

fourth brother has severed relations! I have nothing to do with him! I 

absolutely obey you to take back Gasing Island, as long as you are willing to…” 

Before Pan Haojing’s words were finished, another person broke in outside the 

gate. 



The man rushed into the room as usual, and when he saw Arron, he was 

pleasantly surprised and said, “Master… is what you said is true?” 

Chapter 946 

“Hahaha! You ugly monster, you ran over to make trouble again.” At this time, 

Lilly, who was lying in his mother’s arms, burst out laughing. 

The person who rushed over was not someone else, but Lanita. 

Lanita is still wearing white tape on her head, really like a clown, plus she is 

now skinny and her face is not even a little bloody, she is really a clown and a 

ghost. 

However, at this moment, Lanita didn’t care about Lilly calling her a clown or a 

female ghost. 

As long as she is sure, Arron will not kill her, and will send her to Nancheng 

safely. 

This was confirmed by the phone call from grandpa just now. 

Grandpa really has a way. 

The whole world couldn’t figure out Arron, but Grandpa could figure it out. 

Lanita was extremely proud in her heart. 

She ignored Lilly’s mocking of her and looked at Arron triumphantly. 

Arron looked up at Lanita, and then said lightly to the mercenaries outside: 

“Shoot this woman out. If you see her push the door in again, you will break 

her limbs to pieces.” 

Lanita: “Four Lord…you…” 



“I promised Mr. Shu to let your family of three return to Nancheng alive, but 

there is no guarantee that you will have fewer arms and legs, living with high 

paraplegia.” 

“I’ll get out…I’ll get out soon…” Lanita cried in shock on the spot, and rolled 

out of her illness. 

“Hahahaha, hahaha…” This ugly monster almost peeed his pants in fright. 

Seeing Shen only smiling, Pan Mingsai underneath was also smiling. 

Pan Mingsai smiled, her nostrils opened wider, and Pan Mingsai smiled at 

Shen Only. 

Shen Only smiled more openly. 

Pan Mingsai said: “Children, don’t you think that your sister, my nostrils, are 

beautiful and stinky?” 

On campus, Pan Mingsai was always the one who was not afraid of being a 

fool. 

This will make her look down on her parents’ practice. 

D*mn it anyway, I’m afraid of a bird! 

Lilly nodded immediately: “Yeah, your big nostrils are so beautiful. If you can 

drill a nail on both sides of your nostrils, it will look even better.” 

“Hey, you and sister want to go together!” Pan Mingsai said excitedly. 

After a pause, she said again: “Little attendant, please beg your father. Before 

he kills me, let me put two nasal nails on my nose.” 

Suzi + Arron + Pan Haoyang + Pan Haojing + Pan Yang Jingshu: “…” 



Are they getting old? 

What kind of thinking is this? 

D*mn it, she was still thinking about putting a nose stud. 

“Mingsai, shut up!” Pan Haojing kicked Pan Mingsai again. 

After the kick, he nodded and bowed at Arron, and then squeezed a bitter 

smile: “Fu… Fourth Master Fu, you see. We are all prisoners, can you let us live 

a life We fend for ourselves? Are we okay?” 

Arron: “…” 

Seeing that Arron was silent, Pan Haojing said again: “Four Lord, what 

happened fifty years ago, I…Although I am very young, I still know the 

situation. Back then… Back then, it was really not our Pan family who wanted 

to seize your Xia family’s foundation. 

Fifty years ago, Arron didn’t want to pursue it anymore. 

For him, it doesn’t make sense to pursue it. 

One is because my grandparents and family have all died tragically. 

Even the mother is already under the spring. 

The grandfather’s family and mother were buried together. They were reunited 

underground, but Arron had a worry. 

Fifty years ago, Arron didn’t need to ask Pan Mingsai. He knew that it was 

nothing more than that the Fu family was relatively strong. The Fu family 

brought prosperity to the entire island, and the Fu family wanted to take credit 

and pride on the island. 

 


